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SUPERINTENDENT LEADERSHIP PROFILE

Introduction 
Selecting a superintendent is the most important responsibility a school board undertakes. There are tangible and 
intangible aspects of leadership required in a superintendent who is going to work with the school board, school 
staff, parents, students, and the whole community to provide high quality education for a district’s children.  

In light of the critical nature of this responsibility, the Lebanon Board of Education sought the input of its school and 
community stakeholders through a survey and focus groups. The focus group options were as follows: 

ZOOM Focus Group Schedule: 

This Leadership Profile presents findings from these focus groups and an online survey conducted in 
February 2021. The consultant spoke with 57 individuals, including students, parents, teachers, 
administrators, non-certified/support staff, members of the Lebanon Board of Education, and town elected 
officials.  
In total, 88 Lebanon residents and staff completed the online survey.  In conducting the focus groups and 
developing the survey, the consultant used an unbiased, structured approach involving a series of 
consistent questions. In addition to asking about strengths and challenges of the Lebanon schools and 
community which could affect future leadership requirements, she asked about the qualities, 
characteristics, experience, philosophy, and skills most desirable in the next superintendent. The Lebanon 
Board of Eduction will use these results as it considers its applicants in order to find the best possible 
match for Lebanon at this time. The consultant is presenting her findings to the Board of Education 
without revealing the identity of any individual contributor. 

The Lebanon Board of Education has made a commendable effort to include voices from as many 
constituents as possible from the schools and community. Many thanks to Chelsea Williams for her help 
publicizing the opportunity to participate, and to focus group participants and survey respondents whose 
commitment to the schools and Town of Lebanon was evident as they provided perspectives.  

Mary Broderick 
CABE Search Consultant 

Stakeholder Date Time

Lebanon Administrator Monday, February 22 11:00 am

Lebanon Teacher Monday, February 22 4:00 pm

Parent Monday, February 22 

Thursday, February 25

7:00 pm 

12:00 pm
Student Thursday, February 25 10:00 am

Non-Certified or Support Staff Thursday, February 25 4:00 pm

Town Elected Official/ Staff Thursday, February 25 6:00 pm

Community Resident/ Alumnus/a Thursday, February 25 7:00 pm
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Data Collection 
In total, 145 individuals participated either through interviews, focus groups, or the online survey. The 
data collected do not constitute a scientific sampling, but a representation of the Lebanon Public Schools 
and community at a moment in time. The survey was voluntary. Though the consultant heard the 
perspectives of many, this profile cannot entirely capture the complexity and nuances of the school and 
town. Nevertheless, the information yields some useful insights for the search process. Items are included 
in the following report if, in the consultant’s judgment, they were repeated by a sufficient number of 
respondents to warrant the Board’s attention. 
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Survey Responses

PARTICIPANTS* 88 %

Parents of current Lebanon students 41 41.4%

Students or recent students 1 1.0%

Community Residents 12 12.1%

Lebanon Administrators 3 3.0%

Lebanon Teachers 23 23.2%

Lebanon Support Staff 11 11.1%

Board of Education Members 1 1.0%

Town Officials/Staff 7 7.1%

99 100.0%

7%

1%
11%

23%

3% 12%
1%

41%

Parents of current Lebanon students
Students or recent students
Community Residents
Lebanon Administrators
Lebanon Teachers
Lebanon Support Staff
Board of Education Members
Town Officials/Staff

Focus Group Participants

PARTICIPANTS 57 %

Bd of Education Members 7 12.3%

Lebanon Administrators 6 10.5%

Lebanon Teachers 9 15.8%

Parents 13 22.8%

Students 15 26.3%

Non-Certified/Support Staff 4 7.0%

Town Elected Official/ Staff 3 5.3%

Community Resident/ Alums 0 0.0%

57 100.0%

5%
7%

26%

23%

16%

11%

12%
Bd of Education Members
Lebanon Administrators
Lebanon Teachers
Parents
Students
Non-Certified/Support Staff
Town Elected Official/ Staff

*Please note that survey participants identified themselves under multiple categories so numbers add up to more than 88.
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Strengths of Lebanon and its Public Schools 

The following strengths emerged through an analysis of focus group and survey responses: Teachers and 
staff at all levels, the small district and schools’ sense of community, some aspect of curriculum or 
program, the community of Lebanon, the district’s culture, class sizes, parents and volunteers, students, 
and the Board of Education. These themes are presented beginning with the most frequently mentioned. 

Teachers/Staff/Administrative Team 
Of the study 145 participants, 69 identified teachers and staff as a major strength of Lebanon. Teachers, 
administrators and other staff create genuine connections with students. Many are high quality, dedicated, 
committed, compassionate, and accessible educators who stick around even though they are not paid at 
high levels. Teachers know the students and work to create a family atmosphere. They collaborate, always 
doing what’s in the best interest of students. They encourage students to be “good people as well as good 
students.” In addition, they know the curriculum. 

Twelve (12) participants specifically mentioned the strength of the administrative team. They generally 
are visible and connected, maintain open door policies, and support each other. Some are deeply 
embedded in the history of Lebanon, guiding new hires on a bus tour of the town’s historical sites and 
farms. They are knowledgeable and professional, committed to children, and they generally communicate 
well. 

School culture/ Spirit of community 
Overall, participants described Lebanon as a great school system where students can be big fish in a small 
pond. The close-knit community feel of the schools is a strength according to 62 participants. The size 
allows greater one-to-one attention to be paid to students. The town is large enough to educate students 
Pre-K through grade 12 in a very individualized way. Participants enjoy the family atmosphere where 
“everyone really cares about your child” and educators “ come from your own community or one nearby.” 
It’s small enough that staff enjoy a sense of camaraderie and a deep connection and great rapport with 
students.  
Six participants specifically mentioned the elementary school as a shining star. The school has involved 
family and the community in many activities, even through the pandemic. It also does a good job of 
identifying students who are struggling and intervenes early so students can catch up, both academically 
and socially. 
Finally, 25 participants mentioned aspects of the culture of the Lebanon schools as a strength. “The size 
of the district allows for innovation and change to occur with the right vision and communication plan.” 
In addition, the system fosters community which leads to “personal responsibility, caring for others, and a 
better sense of community.” 
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In Lebanon schools, “every student matters.” There is a work ethic and a caring and engaging culture. 
One wrote, “My children get the encouragement that they need to be the best students they can be.” 

Curriculum/Program 
Participants (36) in the focus groups and survey identified some aspect of Lebanon’s curriculum or 
program as a strength. Overall, participants found that Lebanon holds high academic and social/emotional 
learning expectations. The district focuses on opportunities to “give students the best education possible 
with an amazing amount of flexibility and a wide variety of programs, despite the small size of our 
district.” The schools boast, “Small school, big opportunity,” tapping students’ potentials through STEAM 
offerings and differentiated student programming. 
There were some aspects of the program specifically mentioned. Seven spoke of the “amazing sports 
program, which, though small, is “tops of almost any sport.” Feeder programs, like Little League and 
soccer, work with high school staff and across all schools to give students outstanding opportunities. In 
addition, there is a lot of pride in the school’s agricultural department, which draws students from 
neighboring towns.  
Social and emotional wellbeing are a large focus in Lebanon, and staff work to understand and support 
students’ emotional needs. Technology supports teachers’ instruction through smart boards and apps to 
enhance student learning. Finally, four participants spoke of an accessible Pre-K program that provides 
early intervention and support for families. 

Town of Lebanon 
Lebanon is a strong, rural, quaint community, where everyone knows everyone, according to 34 
participants. Boasting a history that dates back to the revolution, Lebanon is proud of its large green, and 
its agricultural and farming history. It’s a “Norman Rockwell kind of town” with a strong spirit of 
volunteerism. “As a quiet town, you can still have a sense of yesteryear, close to a lot of people’s hearts.” 
Skating on the green brings out the community. This is a “quintessential New England farm town.” Town 
boards seek to be collaborative partners. The town splits its affiliations one-third Democrats, one-third 
Republican, and one-third Unaffiliated. There is a great connection between the schools of Lebanon and 
its community. 

Class sizes 
Sixteen (16) participants identified class size as a point of pride for the community. The low student/
teacher ratios allow for more individualized instruction and direct support for students. 

Parents/Community volunteers 
Nine participants spoke of a plethora of volunteers, with parents and the community supporting the 
students of Lebanon. Teachers noted that parents are very supportive of what they are “trying to do.” 

Students 
Eight respondents mentioned students as a great strength. They are excited to come to Lyman High 
school. They are known, are connected to, and are “very dedicated and care deeply about one another.”  

Board of Eduction 
Finally, four participants identified a progressive Board of Education, with many members working in the 
field of education. The Board is “deeply committed to high quality education of all students and 
progressive 21st century goal setting. Members “care and want to do the right thing on behalf of 
children.” 
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Challenges Facing the Lebanon Public Schools  

The next superintendent will grapple with some significant challenges when taking the helm of the 
Lebanon Public Schools. The most cited challenges, in order, were some aspect of curriculum/program,  
enrollment, financial challenges, ongoing issues posed by the pandemic, staff issues, culture (including 
diversity issues), Board of Education related issues, facilities, and communications concerns. 

Curriculum/Program 
Participants (58) mentioned some aspect of curriculum or program as a challenge facing the new Lebanon  
superintendent. Overall, a handful mentioned the lack of coherence in curriculum and the need for strong 
systems thinking and vision for a Pre-K-12 system. The district needs to ensure the high school offers 
courses to challenge all students with a full program to prepare them for their futures. The pending New 
England Association of Schools and Colleges (NEASC) accreditation visit will look for curriculum 
alignment and articulation of Lebanon’s “Portrait of a Graduate,” and these need work.  
Participants described the impact of declining enrollment on course options, and on the flip side, the need 
for rich options to attract students to the Lebanon schools. In addition, they want students to have 
sufficient options to “ensure we are keeping kids competitive and ready for what life brings them after 
graduation.” Several specifically cited technology and the arts as needing attention. 
Fourteen (14) participants identified issues in the area of social/emotional learning and special education. 
“Mental health issues of students [are] serious [and we need to] deal with emotional health of parents, 
staff, and students.” They identified a “lack of interventionists at elementary and middle school levels” 
and the need to be proactive.  
Finally, eleven (11) participants cited the middle school in general as a weak link in the system, where 
“things are pushed under the rug and ignored.” People talked of kids getting lost at that level, where there 
is “not a lot to spark kids’ interests.” There are few after school opportunities to engage students there. 
The arts are only available quarterly to students at that level. Several suggested that some students 
“choose not to go to Lyman because of their middle school experience.” 

Enrollment 
Participants (36) expressed concern about retaining and attracting students so the schools can offer a 
comprehensive program and successfully prepare students for their next steps. The district has seen a 
recent drop in enrollment from 1150 to the current 954. In addition to statewide enrollment drops, 
participants noted that Lebanon was losing students to magnet schools.  
In the past, graduating classes were much bigger and Lyman was identified as a high school of record in 
more sending communities. “Our high school has a Voag [now called ASTE] program, but not a lot of 
other draws.” There is a “need to adapt to a more competitive environment and do a better job celebrating 
what we are already good at and offer broader programs at the high school and throughout the system.” 
According to participants, Lebanon needs to “get ducks in a row when talking with other districts” and to 
develop” a marketing plan to attract child-age children and keep all three schools open.” One mentioned 
that “we are working on a Lyman video, in production now, to promote the schools and draw students in 
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magnet schools back to Lebanon.” (One participant did question the need for three schools, given current 
enrollments.) 

Budget/Finance 
Many participants (35) cited issues with the budget and garnering proper funding to support a viable, 
attractive system. The town’s small size means much of the tax burden falls on the local homeowner. 
“Every year, it’s a big argument in town. Everyone associated with the schools knows the budget is too 
low.” 
Several expressed the challenge of getting “adequate budgets passed through the Board of Finance” and 
the need for collaboration with town boards.” The Board of Finance “doesn’t understand growth needs, 
like technology,” and “tears apart our budget every year.” The new leader will need to “accurately relate 
the needs of our schools to the citizens of Lebanon so the the needed money will be allotted to the needs.” 

COVID 
Since the data for this study were collected in February 2021, it’s no surprise that 29 participants cited 
issues posed by the ongoing COVID pandemic as a challenge for the new leader. “We are dealing with a 
lot of anxiety with some children…. (M)any children are falling behind academically due to having to 
restructure the way we teach.” Schools will need to support “the mental, emotional, holistic health of 
students and their families who have lived through unprecedented crises." 

Staff 
Though 69 participants cited staff as a strength of the Lebanon Public Schools,  23 participants identified 
some aspect of staff as a challenge, such as “recruiting and retaining quality teachers.” Lebanon teachers 
should be “highly skilled educators” and “caring and supportive.” In addition, teachers “need to raise 
behavior expectations for the students [to be] more respectful… more engaged in learning.” Several 
respondents talked about low staff morale and low pay. 
There were some responses (11) specific to school leadership. Participants would like to see principals in 
classrooms more, and encouraging positive culture. Eight of these 11 participants mentioned struggles at 
the middle school, seeking enhanced vision, leadership, management, and follow-through. 

Culture 
A lot of participants cited the Lebanon district culture as a strength, and yet 17 participants did note some 
concerns with it. The tight community described as a strength might be “hard to integrate into.” Some felt 
an “us vs. them” mentality and lack of unity between students and teachers and among staff. 
The majority of issues raised in this area (11) concerned diversity. One wrote, “Our town has a racism 
problem, which is perpetuated by the lack of education about antiracism…. Feeble attempts [have been] 
made to correct some of the ignorance. However, it has remained a problem.” Others talked about the 
need to eliminate harassment and bullying among students. Some described inappropriate statements or 
racial slurs and the “culture of acceptance in our community…” and the need for culturally responsive 
teaching. On the flip side, several wrote of being “afraid of liberal views of education” and of “not 
invok[ing] the radical educational changes of the liberal movement.” There appears to be a rift among 
stakeholders on this very sensitive subject. 

Board of Education 
The Board of Education, according to 15 participants, has work to do with the new leader. There is a need 
for “creating a vision and plan for the district’s future, as we have been in crisis mode versus focus 
mode….” Identifying the need for long-range planning and “developing a clear and concise 
organizational system,” one  spoke of the “lack of organizational flow; we work outside of our boundaries 
all the time…. We need systems so we can work smarter, not harder, so we can be creative.”  
Some felt the Board needed training and understanding of “its lanes.” The Board also would benefit from 
rebuilding relationships with town boards and among community residents. 
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Facilities 
Thirteen (13) participants mentioned aging facilities and the need for investment in schools’ 
infrastructures. The challenge is to “balance the low numbers of students with a budget that needs to do 
some much needed upkeep to maintain our buildings.” In addition, the schools need updated technology 
and internet connections. 

Communications 
Finally, ten participants identified a “loss of trust and damage done.” There is the need for transparency 
and consistency in the schools and in community-wide communications.  
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Desired Expertise and Qualities in a New Superintendent 
What would be the most important expertise and qualities in a new superintendent to tap the Lebanon Public 
Schools’ strengths and meet their challenges? An analysis of survey responses yielded the following: 
Expertise 
Survey respondents weighted two of the 12 areas of desired expertise sought in a new superintendent vastly higher 
than the other skills. The first choice of participants was Communicates and collaborates effectively in schools and 
community (27.6%), followed at a distance by Builds trusting relationships with students, staff, and community 
(19.5%). A distant third was Shares district-wide vision of excellence and innovative instruction (12.6%). 

If we look at respondents’ top three choices combined, we see the that now the top choice is Builds trusting 
relationships with students, staff, and community (19.9%), with Communicates and collaborates effectively in school 
and community (19.5%) now a very close second. Now a distant third is a three-way tie: Shares district-wide vision 
of excellence and innovative instruction, Possesses strong budget and finance knowledge and skills, and Works with 
board and stakeholders to build a high performing district, all at 9.2%. 
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DESIRED EXPERTISE IN NEW SUPERINTENDENT #1 % #2 % #3 % TOP 3 TOP 3

Communicates and collaborates effectively in schools and community 24 27.6% 16 18.4% 11 12.6% 51 19.5%

Builds trusting relationships with students, staff, & community 17 19.5% 18 20.7% 17 19.5% 52 19.9%

Shares district-wide vision of excellence and innovative instruction 11 12.6% 5 5.7% 8 9.2% 24 9.2%

Exhibits appreciation for and love of children 9 10.3% 6 6.9% 5 5.7% 20 7.7%

Possesses strong budget and finance knowledge and skills 8 9.2% 10 11.5% 6 6.9% 24 9.2%

Works with board and stakeholders to build a high performing district 6 6.9% 7 8.0% 11 12.6% 24 9.2%

Has a broad base of knowledge of educational issues and practices 5 5.7% 6 6.9% 5 5.7% 16 6.1%

Has grown district enrollment, retaining and recruiting students 5 5.7% 7 8.0% 4 4.6% 16 6.1%

Makes decisions inclusive of stakeholder input 1 1.1% 2 2.3% 7 8.0% 10 3.8%

Shares and delegates leadership 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 3 3.4% 3 1.1%

Promotes qualities and virtues of the Lebanon School District 1 1.1% 3 3.4% 5 5.7% 9 3.4%

Fosters Professional Development, team building, & staff growth 0 0.0% 7 8.0% 5 5.7% 12 4.6%

Other 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Totals 87 100.0% 87 100.0% 87 100.0% 261 100.0%

Top Three Choices

5%3%

1%
4%

6%

6%

9%

9%
8% 9%

20%

20%

First Choice Expertise

1%

1%

6%6%

7%

9%

10%
13%

20%

28%

Communicates and collaborates effectively in schools and community
Builds trusting relationships with students, staff, & community
Shares district-wide vision of excellence and innovative instruction
Exhibits appreciation for and love of children
Possesses strong budget and finance knowledge and skills
Works with board and stakeholders to build a high performing district
Has a broad base of knowledge of educational issues and practices
Has grown district enrollment, retaining and recruiting students
Makes decisions inclusive of stakeholder input
Shares and delegates leadership 
Promotes qualities and virtues of the Lebanon School District
Fosters Professional Development, team building, & staff growth
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Qualities 
In addition to the leadership characteristics and expertise identified in the prior section, Lebanon survey respondents 
reflected some clear preferences for qualities desired in a new leader. The top first choices respondents identified 
were Accessible, approachable, and visible in schools and community (28.2%) with Keeps students’ growth and 
wellbeing the primary focus and Trustworthy, honest, respectful tied at 21.2%.  

If we look at participants’ top three choices, we see the same top three: Accessible, approachable, and visible in 
school and community (21.3%) remains the top priority, and Keeps students’ growth and wellbeing the primary focus 
moves into a clear second (18.2%). Now a clear third Trustworthy, honest, respectful, at 15.4%. 

Needless to say, all of these qualities and skills are essential in a leader, yet they point to the prioritized needs of the 
Lebanon Public Schools at this point in time. This profile will explore these areas of expertise and dimensions of 
leadership, integrating perspectives garnered through survey comments and focus groups. 
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First Choice Qualities

1%

2%

2%

1%

4%

4%

4%

5%

7%

21% 21%

28%

Accessible, approachable, visible in schools & community
Keeps students’ growth and wellbeing the primary focus
Trustworthy, honest, respectful
Accountable for overall ownership of successful operations
Committed to transparent communication w schools & community
Inspirational team builder
Life-long learner
Knowledgeable and hardworking, with attention to detail
Decisive, confident, and objective problem solver
Dedicated commitment to Lebanon’s vision & mission
Collaborative decision-maker
Other

Top Three Choices

7%

2%
9%

4%
2%

7%

7%
6% 15%

18%

21%

DESIRED QUALITIES IN SUPERINTENDENT #1 % #2 % #3 % TOP 3 TOP 3

Accessible, approachable, visible in schools & community 24 28.2% 17 20.2% 13 15.5% 54 21.3%

Keeps students’ growth and wellbeing the primary focus 18 21.2% 17 20.2% 11 13.1% 46 18.2%

Trustworthy, honest, respectful 18 21.2% 7 8.3% 14 16.7% 39 15.4%

Accountable for overall ownership of successful operations 6 7.1% 2 2.4% 6 7.1% 14 5.5%

Committed to transparent communication w schools & community 4 4.7% 7 8.3% 8 9.5% 19 7.5%

Inspirational team builder 3 3.5% 7 8.3% 9 10.7% 19 7.5%

Life-long learner 3 3.5% 0 0.0% 1 1.2% 4 1.6%

Knowledgeable and hardworking, with attention to detail 3 3.5% 4 4.8% 3 3.6% 10 4.0%

Decisive, confident, and objective problem solver 1 1.2% 14 16.7% 8 9.5% 23 9.1%

Dedicated commitment to Lebanon’s vision & mission 2 2.4% 4 4.8% 0 0.0% 6 2.4%

Collaborative decision-maker 2 2.4% 5 6.0% 11 13.1% 18 7.1%

Other 1 1.2% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 1 0.4%

Totals 85 100% 84 100% 84 100% 253 100%
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Communicates and collaborates effectively in schools and community 
Lebanon’s successful new superintendent will be a gifted communicator. This individual will listen and 
learn, employ an open-door policy, and convey thinking transparently with all audiences. Carefully 
preparing and thinking before speaking or writing, the superintendent will help the community grow in its 
understanding of the district’s successes and needs. 
First seeking to deeply understand and love the community and its rich history, and simultaneously learn 
all about its schools, this leader will then be able to encourage students and families in Lebanon and other 
communities to be a part of the schools and the opportunities they could enjoy here. The leader will be 
able to market the schools and secure the district’s footing and expand opportunities for all students. 
The successful leader will also bring a growth mindset and collaborative spirit with all stakeholder 
groups. The superintendent will be comfortable admitting when lacking information or insight and will be 
learning together with others, listening to and tapping ideas from a variety of stakeholders.  

Builds trusting relationships with students, staff, and community 
Stakeholders would like the new superintendent to bring a high level of emotional intelligence, ability to 
read people well, and ease building relationships and trust, in sync with Lebanon’s values and committed 
to the town and its growth. The successful superintendent will gain the trust of all school and community 
stakeholders, knowing how to build bridges and committed to the growth of others. 
Internally, the leader will help the Board of Education grow and understand the needs of all in the district, 
especially administrators, demonstrating empathy, gratitude, and appreciation for great work ethics, 
validating others, pushing staff growth appropriately, and making time to hear issues and concerns. The 
leader will value each and every employee, and make an effort to know their names and interests. Adding 
to the leader’s success will be an ability and willingness to empower good leaders to do their jobs, and 
encourage them to do the same with their staffs. The result will be a strong administrative team, and 
empowered staff and students at all levels. 

Shares district-wide vision of excellence and innovative instruction 
The new Lebanon superintendent will be a strategic and critical thinker with a vision for today and ten 
years into the future. Through great communication skills and a compelling vision, the leader will draw 
the community and schools together in a common purpose, tapping what the community has to offer and 
the potential of students and staff. This leader will help the community commit to and carry out alignment 
of curriculum and will take the schools to the next level. 

Possesses strong budget and finance knowledge and skills 
The district needs a leader with strong budgeting ability, who is purposeful and data-oriented, and who is 
creative in garnering resources. This leader will know how to budget wisely, tending to aging facilities in 
addition to the learning needs of students and staff, and be able to advocate for the district’s needs through 
clear, concise presentations. The leader might consider tapping teachers to demonstrate their craft at 
Board of Finance meetings. 

Works with Board and stakeholders to build a high performing district  
The new superintendent will appreciate and join in the Board of Education’s momentum to move the 
Lebanon schools forward, generating a culture of growth. The leader will understand how to incubate 
change, tapping experience and talent and fostering growth without micromanaging. The leader will 
balance management, trusting staff, but “see the missing links” and figure out with the leadership team 
how to fix those gaps together.  
The leader will bring wisdom and vision, and will be well-versed in state guidelines and educational 
resources. The superintendent will work to build a high performing governance team with the Board of 
Education, helping them articulate a district vision and know their roles and responsibilities. 
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Accessible, approachable, and visible in school and community 
The successful new leader will be present and personable, considerate and approachable in town, 
available to families as well as students in the schools. Good hearted, open, valuing the perspectives of 
all, the individual will engage in personal and professional relationships comfortably.  

The leader will make an effort to attend community and school functions, open to concerns, perspectives, 
and offers of help. 

The new superintendent will value each student and staff member, celebrating success and encouraging 
growth.  

Keeps students’ growth and wellbeing the primary focus/Exhibits appreciation 
for and love of children  
The next superintendent will understand the community, including students’ needs and personalities. 
Making a point to be present in the school, visiting classrooms, and knowing the issues educators and 
students face, the leader will then make the best choices for students. When faced with dilemmas, the 
leader will always consider the long-term best interest of the student, keeping health and safety of all staff 
and students foremost in mind. 
The new leader will get down on their knees to interact with young children, and have a deep 
understanding of how to engage students and make school the place they want to be, inspired to learn and 
grow. The leader will demonstrate a love of students by attending their games and concerts and shows.  
(Finally, when making snow day decisions, the leader will remember that many high school students are 
new drivers, so please keep that in mind when determining early closures or delays.) 

Trustworthy, honest, respectful 
A kind, compassionate, empathetic soul, this new Lebanon superintendent will be honest, open, and 
transparent, true to what they say they will do. The leader will send the same message to all 
constituencies, and won’t be afraid to make decisions based on the best interest of students, families, 
teachers, and the town, demonstrating integrity and fairness to all. 

Finally, the leader will be ready to stay and commit to Lebanon’s growth and long-term success. 
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